Abstract
Introduction
Drying in porous media has been subjected to a wide range of scientific investigation, from soil layers [1] to a porous wick in loop heat pipe [2] or a membrane in a fuel cell [3] . This process consists of various complex events, such as two-phase flow together with phase change, or the interaction between fluid and solid phases, which may cause some undesired mechanical effects. These effects mainly depend upon moisture distribution, which is affected by drying conditions and the porous media skeleton. Substantial efforts have been made to numerically investigate the drying problem at the pore scale. After the pioneered work by Prat [4] , many other studies have been conducted to take into account many physical effects, e.g. liquid viscosity [5] , gravity [6] or liquid film [7] .
In addition, the pore network modeling method has been combined with discrete element method (DEM) to account for the solid phase geometry explicitly [8] . Therefore, local effects on a solid phase (such as cracks or shrinkage) has been described for the case of monosized aggregates having regular [9] or irregular [10] pore structure. Such effects are caused by capillary forces, which depend on the evolution of the liquid-gas interface as well as surface tension during the drying process. The solid phase is defined as a particle aggregate and based on this a pore network is generated using the Voronoi tessellation that can approximate the void phase [11] . However, this Voronoi graph has a shortcoming when applied for a polydisperse aggregate, which is a packing composed of primary particles with different sizes. In this case, regular Delaunay triangulation generates the graph to weighted points, which are the radii of particles [12] . This regular Delaunay triangulation method has been used in a pore assembly approach developed by Bruno et al. [13] in order to study the fluid flow problems in granular porous media. The fluid flow model has been coupled with DEM to calculate the capillary force exerting on each particle of the aggregate. This approach has been further improved and applied for several applications. Based on this approach, Catalano et al. [14] investigated the fluid-solid interaction for the case of oedometer test; Chao Yuan et al. [15] studied the hydromechanical response (shrinkage and swelling) during drainage; Sweijen et al. [16] simulated swelling of super absorbent polymers.
The goal of this work is to develop a versatile discrete model that can simulate the mechanical behavior of particle aggregates during convective drying. In this meso-scale model, the solid phase is explicitly described as an assembly of spherical primary particles. The fluid flow within the void space structure is modeled using the pore assembly method while the geometrical representation and the mechanical behavior of the solid skeleton are simulated by DEM. The coupling between these two parts is achieved by handling the interfacial interaction between the fluid and the solids phase. Impact of the internal structure of the porous media on the drying kinetics, for the case of 3D particle aggregates with various fractions of coarse and fine primary particles, has been presented.
Materials and Methods

Aggregate generation -solid phase representation
The solid phase is represented by a packing of particles. This particle aggregate is generated by using YADE [17] , which is an open-source software based on the discrete element method. A set of very loose particles with a uniform size distribution is enclosed in a parallelepiped. The resulting packing conforms in a gas-like state with no contacts between particles. Mechanical loading is subsequently applied to confer a solid-like nature to the packing.
Fig. 1 Representation of monodisperse (left), bidisperse (middle)
, and polydisperse (right) particle aggregates.
Pore network generation -void space representation
The void space between primary particles is represented by a network of pore bodies and pore throats (see Figs. 2 and 3 ). This pore network is defined by a weighted Delaunay tessellation of the granular assembly. The pore body is subtracted from the finite volumes of the corresponding tetrahedral cell, which has its vertices locating at centers of associated particles (Fig. 2a) , by the part of the solid volume of these associated particles locating within the domain of the tetrahedral cell. Each pair of pore bodies is connected to each other through one common facet (pore throat) between them (Fig. 2b) . This pore throat has no volume and serves as the capillary threshold between the two corresponding pore bodies. Therefore, at a given time, the geometry of the packing defines an open network of connected voids. 
Drying algorithm
The isothermal discrete drying algorithm used in this work was based on the work of Metzger et al. [18] . The drying phenomenon is interpreted as an invasion percolation driven by evaporation of liquid into vapor. Vapor diffusion in gas-filled pore bodies is governed by diffusion with Stefan correction. The boundary conditions are applied here for the vapor pressure as saturation value at liquid-gas interface and value of bulk air at top of boundary layer. Besides, the pore size is big enough (more than 100 µm) so that the Kelvin effect, i.e. the reduction of equilibrium vapor pressure over a curved liquid-vapor interfaces may be neglected [18] . The movement of this menisci is not tracked continuously since the time is discretized based on each complete emptying of one single pore in each simulation step. This is due to the assumption that the movement of the liquid-vapor interface, which can be referred to as a Haines jump [19] , is much faster than the duration of the evaporation occurring at that meniscus. During each calculation step, vapor flow rates are assumed as constant without accounting for local accumulation of vapor in the gas phase. Additionally, in the gas-filled section of the partially saturated pore bodies, it is assumed that the gas is saturated with vapor (local equilibrium), hence neglecting any vapor resistance in this section. Then, the following mass balances are applied for all gas-filled pore bodies of unknown vapor pressure pv:
Due to the random spatial distribution of the pore size, the liquid phase in the liquid-filled region of the network tends to be gradually separated into numerous isolated liquid clusters [6] . In the absence of viscous and gravity forces, liquid flow within these isolated clusters is totally controlled by capillary pressure, which is the pressure difference at the liquid-gas interface in each pore body locating at the boundary of each liquid cluster. If it is assumed that the gas pressure is the same everywhere within the gas-filled section of the void space, then due to capillary pumping effect there is only one pore body in each liquid cluster, whose saturation changes in each calculation step. This pore body is the one having the highest liquid pressure, i.e. lowest capillary pressure, and it will hereafter be referred as entry pore. For every moment of the simulation, each liquid cluster has one entry pore and different entry pores can have different pore volume, pore saturation and evaporation rate. Consequently, the time required to totally invade these entry pores will be different. Therefore, the time step of the drying simulation is determined based on the liquid cluster which has its entry pore empty totally first.
Capillary force calculation
The capillary force exerting on each particle consists of two contributions. The first contribution is induced by the fluid pressure in pore bodies. It is calculated based on the gas and liquid pressure and the surface area of the solid particle being in contact with each corresponding fluids. The second capillary force contribution is the result of interfacial tension acting on the three phase (solid-liquid-gas) contact line. The method used for calculating this capillary force follows the work in [16] .
Simulation results
We consider here a three-dimensional pore network initially saturated with single-component liquid (pure water). In this network the effects of gravity and liquid viscosity are neglected. The water vapor can only elude from the network through the boundary layer locating at the top surface of the sample while a zero-flux condition is applied at other surfaces. It is also assumed that the bulk air is totally dry, i.e. vapor pressure is equal to zero. The temperature of the entire network is uniform at 20 o C. We also neglect the liquid film effect -which can be significant for pores with square or polygonal cross section [21] . The drying curves obtained for four different particle size distributions, i.e. mono, poly and two bidisperse aggregates with different volume fractions of coarse and fine particles, are presented in Figure 4 . These curves show similar drying characteristics: a sharp drop at the beginning followed by a semi-constant evaporation rate period and ended with the falling rate period. These observation is in agreement with previous works [20] . Besides, the total time required to dry the aggregates are also presented. Although these four aggregates have approximately equal porosity and the same physical size of the whole domain, they still have differences in the spatial distribution of the fluid channel within the network. The liquid distribution obtained from the fluid flow calculation in each invasion step is the input for the calculation of capillary force in DEM module. Dynamic simulations are run to visualize the evolution of capillary forces during the drying process of the polydisperse aggregate (Fig. 5) . Such capillary forces will subsequently be loaded to primary particles as external loads, and thus the particle motion shall be computed using DEM. We conjecture that different local distributions of fluid can lead to different mechanical responses. Detailed and systematical analysis will be addressed in the near future. 
Conclusion
A new discrete pore network model has been developed to investigate the fluid flow problem in dense particle aggregates consisting of spherical particles. The proposed approach integrates the pore assembly method with DEM. The aggregate was first generated using DEM based on given micro-scale properties, i.e. porosity, geometrical dimension and particle size distribution. Then, a numerical algorithm is developed to solve the fluid flow problem for the case of convective drying. It was shown that the developed model is capable of capturing the typical characteristic of this classical drying problem, i.e. constant rate period, falling rate period. Moreover, the obtained liquid distribution is then used as an input for calculating the capillary force field exerting on each particle of the aggregate. This is the first step to couple the fluid flow model with DEM in order to simulate the thermo-mechanical behavior of polydisperse particle aggregates during drying. 
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